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EQUITY    |   ENTERPRISE   |  ENDEAVOUR  

Our school is a motivating, dynamic learning community preparing
students for the future by engaging them today.

FIVE EXPECTATIONS

These values support our school’s vision, goals and beliefs: 

Respect   Personal Excellence  Honesty  Safety  Kindness

OUR BELIEF IS CHILDREN LEARN BEST
WHEN:

They are provided with a safe, secure and happy learning
environment  
Their  mentors are highly mot ivated, ski l led and enthusiast ic 
Learning is valued by the school community 
They are conf ident communicat ing in al l  of  i ts forms 
Individual  di f ferences are recognised, respected and supported
The environment is r ich in the range and var iety of  resources on
offer
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 School Context

Our School

Singleton Primary School was established in 1996 to support the southern
metropolitan coastal communities of Madora Bay, Golden Bay and Karnup. Other
schools have since been built to support some of these areas; however, Singleton
Primary School remains the heart of the Singleton community. We are an
Independent Public School recognised for its commitment to equity and inclusivity.
The aim is to ensure that we build positive and supportive relationships between
staff, students and families, along with the wider community.

We are committed to: 

Classrooms being safe, secure and happy places
Engaging all students in dynamic, meaningful learning
Keeping parents informed and engaged 
Knowing each student as an individual 
Using a rich variety of appropriate resources to support student learning.
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Attendance is an important factor in children achieving success at school. We have
high expectations of all our students in regards to their attendance and closely
monitor overall, cohort and individual attendance data to identify and plan
interventions where necessary.
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 Attendance
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Regular attendance was higher in Semester 1,
2019
Increase in the severe range in Semester 2,
2019
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 Safe, Supportive Environment

'Be You’ included in the 2019-2021 School Business Plan and is indicative of Singleton P.S.
embracing the new framework with its focus on children’s mental health and well being.      
The 'You Can Do It' program is implemented across the school ensuring students gain an
understanding of, and are given opportunities to apply positive habits as related to the five
Keys to Success; (confidence, persistence, organisation, resilience and getting along with
others). 
The classroom timetable incorporates a 10 minute session of quiet time.  This is to ensure that
students recharge and relax their minds after lunch.  
Some of the events that are incorporated annually on the school calendar for the Singleton
Community are: Harmony Day where the message is Everyone Belongs, Walk Safely to
School, where students are encouraged to walk to school and participate in a healthy
breakfast and whole school assemblies and incursions to acknowledge Remembrance Day,
ANZAC Day, National Simultaneous Story Time and Clean up Australia Day. Staff and
students all participate in these special occasions promoting unity and a sense of belonging.

We pride ourselves on a whole school approach for acknowledging and supporting students, staff
and community members through our Pastoral Care initiative.
      

Pastrol Care

Students at Educational Risk

The ‘Student’s First’ policy supports the recognition of need in ‘all’ students, providing
practices, procedures and guidelines for teachers to assist in identification and intervention.
The policy: 

Strengthens the accountability processes to demonstrate the needs of identified students
are being met 
Encourages collaborative efforts amongst families, communities, schools and other
professional staff and 
Disseminates good practice and support for the extension of good practice models.  

START (Students at Risk Problem Solving Team) met weekly to offer teachers guidance and
support on teaching and learning adjustments that would most benefit students in their class.
This was in the form of ideas, strategies and resources. The Learning Support Coordinator
assisted teachers, parents and students by liaising with outside agencies, the School of
Special Needs and Disability (SSEND), the School for Special Education Needs Behaviour
and Engagement (SSEN B&E) and the school psychologist.

Staff professional learning to develop a common understanding and approach to SEN
Planning and Reporting. 
Set up ABLEWA so staff can access to set targets for ‘E’ grade students.
Write a SAER and IEP policy to outline the whole school processes.

Supporting Students at Educational Risk continues to be a priority at Singleton PS. 
   

Recommendations:    
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 Safe, Supportive Environment

Progress for 2019



Ten a Day and RUCSAC to support problem solving across the school.     
Mad Maths week when students rotated through their blocks engaging in rich maths tasks.      
Money Smart occurred in Term 3, this is a free online program that is centred around Financial
Literacy.  
Start Smart Incursion for the whole school which supported Financial Literacy from Money
Smart.  
Olympiads was an extension program for the Year 5/6 students.       
Maths Wizard was an 8 week program undertaken by the students and awards were presented
during an assembly.   
Pre-Primary undertook testing to plan the learning to meet the needs and requirements of the
students.     
Kindy Baseline numeracy assessment was undertaken. ·        
Early Childhood Maths Monster bag was provided for students to take home each week.        
Whole school assessment using MTS summative testing was undertaken in February and
December to check on student progress through the year. 
CNAP was used to analyse data.       
NAPLAN data used to analyse and plan as well as select students for case management. 
New whole school approach to maths was investigated by the team, implementation in 2020

It was a busy time for mathematics during 2019, with the team looking at ways to improve the
delivery of mathematics across the school.
 
Highlights and Achievements:
 

 
Recommendations:·        
Whole school approach using Prime Maths to be implemented.
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 Teaching and Learning
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Mathematics



Staff were trained in 'Words Their Way' and 'Letters and Sounds' to ensure that 

In 2020, implement a whole school approach to spelling.    
In 2020, implement a whole school approach to Guided Reading.·        
Start to build on Guided Reading Resources across the school.

Highlights and Achievements:
 

 there was a whole school approach to spelling in 2020. 
 
Recommendations:
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Implementation of the Digital Technologies Curriculum continued during 2019 with students at
Singleton Primary School being supported through a variety of cross curriculum STEM projects,
specific teaching of concepts through 'unplugged activities' and the commencement of the use
of activities and competitions in the GROK learning platform.  
Modules from The Teachers Can Code program were delivered by Mrs Harrison and the money

Teachers from Years 1-6  have now completed the required formal reporting of Digital
Technologies grading A-E and are demonstrating a better understanding of what is required by
students within this learning area. 
STEM team worked through the STEM Enterprise Pioneer schools workshops completed
several ethnographic surveys which took the views of students and community members into
account as we attempted to shape up a schoolwide design for practices that could be put into
action easily by staff members. This has gradually been refined into statements about what
kinds of activities we can use to develop more engaging STEM strategies across the school
from K-6. We move forward with this plan in mind for 2020.

 
During 2019, we were able to make links with Coastal Lakes College to continue to develop a
network approach to STEM. 
 
Highlights and Achievements:

raised through the Earn and Learn initiative was put to good use in adding to our Digital
Technologies and STEM resources for K-6 classes across the school.     
During 2019, Singleton PS was involved in the STEM Enterprise Pioneer Schools project along
with our feeder high school Coastal Lakes College. A team of four Singleton staff members
attended workshops throughout the year and began developing a coordinated practice strategy
to further develop teacher capabilities in STEM processes which will ensure our students are
encouraged to inquire and solve problems using any resources available to them. This will
continue across the cluster of five schools during 2020.        
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 Teaching and Learning

English

STEM



Singleton Primary Science and STEM Fair Years 4 to 6.  A mass display of around 250 entries of
science investigations.  The Scientific Questions were selected and written by students followed
by carrying out the full Scientific Process and presenting findings in a way that is interesting and
eye catching.  From 4 to 5.30pm the P&C were on board as the school opened up to the
community, organising a sausage sizzle, Mr Whippy  and Coffee Van.  The most daring students
participated in the Live Science demonstrations zone.  The most impressive being a water rocket
that soared around 60 metres into the sky (and then landed on the roof of the ice-cream van!) and
the annual watermelon explosion.  Winners were chosen by People’s Choice with rosettes
awarded to the top three entries from each year level.  This initiative was expanded to include the
Year 4 students to assist meeting our Academic Target “Increase the exposure of the Year 3 and 4
students to extension and challenge programmes”. In addition, there were a number of displays of
the various STEM projects that have been undertaken in classrooms throughout the year.
Singleton Primary Science Video Competition.  Students of all ages were invited to participate in
the inaugural SPS Science Video Competition.  More than 30 three minute videos were submitted
with all age groups represented.  Some were sibling entries.  The winning three entries received
rosettes and were shown at the Science Assembly.    
Our annual Year 4 excursion to the Millar Road Waste Management Facility was cancelled due to
bad weather.   

Continue the Singleton Science and STEM Fair as a bi-annual event. Expand the STEM
component  
Continue the Singleton Science Video Competition as an annual event.
Continue the Year 4 Millar Road Waste Management Facility excursion as an annual event.

Highlights and Achievements:
·        

 
Recommendations:     

 

 Teaching and Learning

Science



Literacy grouping in the Year 5/6 area for reading and comprehension, through
inferential questioning and the development of providing evidence with students’
opinions as the major area for learning.     
Year 3 students were selected in Term 1 for further extension in Writing skills –
particularly the development of persuasive techniques.      
Year 4 students participated in a short inquiry module in which student agency was a
focus.      
Several Year 5-6 students again participated capably in the Primary Extension and
Challenge courses, sharing their successes through various modes of presentation.      
A select group of Year 1-4 students continued their participation in the Comet Bay
College cluster group, Nautilus Club.    
Several older students participated in Master Class, which is provided for those students
who did not achieve entry to PEAC after previously being selected for Nautilus Club as
a junior student.       
Our link with Coastal Lakes College allowed students to access the Imagine program
with a number of students being invited to attend sessions at the college concentrating
on cross-curricular inquiry projects.    
Olympiads allowed a selected group of students to use higher order thinking skills and
apply their knowledge to unseen and unrehearsed questions in line with the Problem
Solving and Reasoning aspects of the Australian Curriculum Mathematics Proficiency
strands.  
Computational Thinking Competition BEBRAS extension was again run during 2019 and
a group of 15  students capably participated. Students who enjoy computer and ICT
activities have been able to attend Computer Club on Monday afternoons after school,
engaging in learning about working together in Minecraft. Several student devised
projects have been completed, together with the inclusion of an adventure game which
requires all participants to work together to achieve a goal.      

 
During 2019 the focus on programs for Gifted and Talented Education students at Singleton
Primary School continued.  
 
Highlights and Achievements:
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Teaching and Learning

Gifted and Talented



CoderDojo was again run at the school during 2019 and several students have taken the
opportunity to further develop their interest in coding with Scratch and the use
of CoSpaces EDU, with several students earning their first proficiency certificate and a handful of
students who also gained the second certificate.          
Hour of Code and Moonhack activities are run each year during CoderDojo sessions. Parent
feedback on all activities is positive and parents are delighted their students are being offered
opportunities in which they are fully engaged.      
Students show signs of engaging in projects they have thought up and want to learn more –
student agency is developing and student motivation in these extension areas rises with the level of
agency they are experiencing.

Keep the Literacy and Maths extension groups happening where possible.
Expand on BEBRAS and the use of other online platforms to which students have access – GROK
competitions are an area for focus where students are interested and want to participate·
Maintain the external extension programs so that our students who are capable have opportunities
to participate with like-minded peers.·
Boost the profile of STEM projects across the school as inquiry gives students agency and
motivation rises.

     

 
Recommendations:
 

 Teaching and Learning

Gifted and Talented continued



The Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden learning area was successful in forming a
partnership with Growing Green Australia to develop stage 1 of a large scale aquaponic

The Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program was successful in obtaining
sponsorship from Alcoa Australia to provide funding and manpower to further develop our
aquaponic system. 
Further promotion of dietary linked healthy lifestyle choices was enhanced by the whole
school participation in The Great Vegie Crunch Challenge, supported by Healthways and
the Cancer Council of WA.  
Parents, caregivers and community members continue to provide support for the program
by providing daily assistance to help conduct kitchen and gardening classes.      
The Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program was able to successfully increase the
active participation of parents in school improvement by providing parents with the
opportunity to support the school by engaging in development of the aquaponic centre and
assisting in seeking opportunities for obtaining funding from external sources.

   
Our school kitchen and garden was chosen as the facility to be used by the Stephanie
Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation to conduct a 2-day intensive introduction program for
educators throughout the state of Western Australia who were interested in developing the
program within their schools.
 
 
Highlights and Achievements:     

system to be used as a learning facility within the school and to increase the productivity of
our fruits and vegetables to be used within the program.       
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Teaching and Learning

Kitchen Garden



Students from year 1 – 6 have access to a 50 minute a week Indonesian language class,
and they are encouraged to use Indonesian as much as possible for classroom and
assembly routines, social interaction and for learning tasks.      
We realise that a language immersion program is very important when it comes to learning
and growing in our internationally-minded world. In term 1, our students and the community
were very excited when we had the opportunity to host students and teachers from our sister
school, SD Insan Amanah, in Malang, East Java. They spent a week with our students
learning together in the classrooms, practising their language skills, building positive
relationships, and exchanging cultural experiences. This wonderful experience showcased
the similarities the young people of both countries share, rather than focusing on
differences.      
In August, together with hundreds of Indonesian language students from across WA, our
Year 6 students converged on the Lakes Theatre at Mandurah Baptist College for a live
concert of Indonesian singers. Our students were immersed in the concert, providing a
common experience and learning context in Indonesian language and music, with the
opportunity to converse with other students in Bahasa Indonesia. This is the second year our
school has been invited by the Indonesian language association, Perth ‘Balai Bahasa
Indonesia’, and the Indonesian Consulate General to attend the concert and it looks to
become our annual language excursion for the Year 6.   
Indonesian assembly this year was about famous landmarks and countries around the world.
Students performed a traditional dance from Jakarta, a transportation themed song, and
created a video clip about different landmarks in the world. Our assembly item was one of
the highlights of Indonesian learning, as students were able to demonstrate that language
learning is more than just knowing their greetings and numbers. This is also to promote the
importance of collaborative work with different teachers in order to link the Indonesian
curriculum with other learning areas.

 
Highlights and Achievements:
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Teaching and Learning

Indonesian



To continue to work with the new Coastal School Sports Association  to maximise
student participation at interschool events.
To provide an interschool swimming carnival for students in 2021
To continue to extend/develop our students by providing opportunities to compete
against other talented WA schools/students. Eg  State Cross Country.
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Singleton Primary School students showed great sportsmanship and skill level in
participating in all Faction and CBSSA events. These events help create that sense of
belonging and desire to achieve well. We also qualified to enter teams in Regional Finals
for Cricket, (Girls) NRL League Tag and also Tackle Rugby (Girls) State Championships.

2019 Results

Our students participated to the best of their abilities, always portraying excellent
sportsmanship. All students had an opportunity to represent their school in the
Summer Carnival, Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics Carnivals.  
 
External programs that our students had the opportunity to participate in included
Gymnastics (Infinity Gym and Gymnastics WA), Athletics coaching (Athletics WA),
Basketball clinics (Mandurah Magic), My Golf (Golf WA), Cricket clinics (WACA) funded
through the Sporting Schools program, swimming lessons at the Mandurah Aquatic
Centre and the State Cross Country event.

Recommendations:

Teaching and Learning

Physical Education



School Performance 2019
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 Teaching and Learning



Continuation of the program to support children prior to coming to school.     
More staff to become involved.     
Survey of the community to address the needs that we 

These community initiatives have continued to be well supported by the parents and
children in the area. Children from babies to toddlers have enjoyed learning songs &
rhymes and listening to well-known stories being read to them. They especially enjoy the
opportunity to borrow books from the library. At Christmas time we gave out in excess of 30
story books and have had good attendance at our Mini-minors outdoor sessions throughout
the year. The parents express gratitude at being able to bring along their little ones & to be
able to get to know staff and the school facilities. Activities have included painting, 
playdough, stamping, collage as well as water play, shaving foam and other sensory
experiences. The bikes and scooters as well as the mud kitchen are also a highlight for the
little ones.
 
Positives:
 
The inclusion of this program has enabled many children to transition more easily into
school life as they have had the opportunity to get to know staff and the environment in a
relaxed playful way before starting school
 
Recommendations:  

might be able to cater for.
 
 

 Relationships

Storytime and Mini-minors.
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All staff received the initial professional learning.  There are currently 10 members of the PBS
team representing various areas of the school (Early childhood and generalist teachers, SNEAs,
Admin, specialists).  
The students, staff and parent community were canvased and as a result, 5 behaviour
expectations were decided upon. These are Respect, Personal Excellence, Honesty, Safety and
Kindness.  
We are in the process of developing the visuals for our Expectations with a poster competition. 
The team has commenced gathering data to create our behaviour matrix from students and staff.   
Budget has been put in place to support the implementation.       
Reward systems are currently classroom based.  

Following the Day 3 training the team will look at developing a schedule of lessons that are based
on the behaviour matrix, considering the social resources available and the building of lessons.
Continue to build on the positive momentum in the use of the new reward systems throughout the
school.    
Consider the team starting to engage in refining data collection, entry, analysis and sharing and
using the data to spot hot spots for behaviours or locations and use this to create specific
behaviours for the matrix and future focus lessons.      
Allocation in budget for WA PBS training, acknowledgements and other supporting requirements.
Develop a whole school approach to positive behaviour reward system.

In 2019, Positive Behaviour Support Journey commenced at Singleton Primary School.  This was an
opportunity to improve behaviour and academic outcomes for students.
 
Highlights and Achievements:  

 
Recommendations:         
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 Relationships

Positive Behaviour Support (PBS)
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 Leadership and Staff Development
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Average Numeracy Score

Average Reading Score

Average Reading ScoreAverage Reading Score In Year 3, students are the same as like schools in
Reading.
In Year 5, students are just below like schools, which is
similar to Year 3.

Introduction of a whole school approach to guided reading
in Term 2, 2020.

 
Improvement:

Average Writing Score

In Year 3, students are the same as like schools in
numeracy. 
In Year 5, students are well below like schools compared
to in Year 3, 2017 being the same as like schools. 

Introduction of Prime as a whole school Maths program.

 

 
Improvement: 

In Year 3, the data is above like schools and on a light
downward trajectory.     
In Year 5, the data is below like schools but closer than
when the cohort was in Year 3.

Implementation of a whole school approach to writing.

 
Improvement:

Average Numeracy Score

 Student Performance Information

NAPLAN Longitudinal Summary
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Financial Summary 
The Department of Education WA introduced the student-centred funding model in 2015.   Our
school receives student centred funding from the state government based on per student
funding, school and student characteristics funding and other funding categorised as targeted
initiatives and operational responses.   Student centred funding as identified in the chart
represents the largest single source of funding our school receives. 
 
Supplementary funding received from Commonwealth and other state government sources;
donations and sponsorship; fees from school facilities hire; contributions and charges; and other
locally raised revenue make up the balance of total funding available to support our school’s
priorities in the form of learning programs and resources as determined by our operational and
business plans.
 

 
Operating under a one-line budget as an independent public school enables our school to
determine the balance between salaries and cash to best meet the unique learning needs of our
students.   The flexibility operating as an independent school allows greater control and
management of cash to optimise running and operating costs (utilities, facilities and
maintenance) and facilitate funds toward specifically targeted programs aimed to improve
student outcomes.   Development of our operational and business plans through a consultative
distributed leadership model ensures school programs are developed, monitored and reviewed to
maximise student achievement according to school priorities and in the context of our local
school community.



 Finance Overview - Student Centered Funding

Revenue 
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 Finance Overview - Student Centered Funding

Expenditure
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